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Abstract

This paper investigates the construction of linear-in-the-parameters (LITP)
models for multi-output regression problems. Most existing stepwise forward
algorithms choose the regressor terms one by one, each time maximizing the
model error reduction ratio. The drawback is that such procedures cannot
guarantee a sparse model, especially under highly noisy learning conditions.
The main objective of this paper is to improve the sparsity and generalization
capability of a model for multi-output regression problems, while reducing
the computational complexity. This is achieved by proposing a novel multi-
output two-stage locally regularized model construction (MTLRMC) method
using the extreme learning machine (ELM). In this new algorithm, the non-
linear parameters in each term, such as the width of the Gaussian function
and the power of a polynomial term, are firstly determined by the ELM. An
initial multi-output LITP model is then generated according to the termi-
nation criteria in the first stage. The significance of each selected regressor
is checked and the insignificant ones are replaced at the second stage. The
proposed method can produce an optimized compact model by using the
regularized parameters. Further, to reduce the computational complexity, a
proper regression context is used to allow fast implementation of the pro-
posed method. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
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technique.

Keywords: Extreme learning machine; multi-output
linear-in-the-parameters (LITP) model; regularization; two-stage stepwise
selection.

1. Introduction

The modeling and identification of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) dy-
namic systems have been used in many industrial applications [1]-[2]. A con-
ventional approach is to identify a multi-input single-output model for each
output separately and then combine every individual model to produce a fi-
nal MIMO model [2]. However, if there are common or correlated parameters
for different output variables, then performing identification on all outputs
simultaneously may lead to better and more robust models.

Some research has been reported on the simultaneous identification of the
MIMO systems. For example, multi-innovation stochastic gradient [3] and
hierarchical least squares algorithms [4] have been proposed for multi-output
systems. Gradient-based and least-squares-based iterative estimation algo-
rithms for MIMO systems have also been proposed [5]. Integrating support
vector regression and annealing dynamical learning algorithm, a robust ap-
proach was developed to optimize a radial basis function (RBF) network for
the identification of MIMO systems [1].

A popular alternative approach is to formulate the modeling of MIMO
systems as a linear-in-the-parameters (LITP) problem (e.g. support vector
machine (SVM) model [1] or RBF neural model [6]), for which some well-
known solutions can be applied. For a LITP model, its performance critically
depends upon the determination of the nonlinear parameters in each model
term, such as the width of a Gaussian function or the fractional power of a
polynomial term. A conventional strategy is to randomly select some input
data points as the RBF centers [7], which may unfortunately produce a net-
work with poor performance. To tackle this, clustering techniques have been
introduced for the center location [8]. In contrast to such traditional compu-
tational intelligence techniques, the extreme learning machines (ELM) has
been proposed in [9]-[11]. It applies random computational nodes in the hid-
den layer that do not need to be tuned. The hidden layer thus has the fixed
parameters, allowing the output weights to be solved using the least-squares.
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There are some well-known methods for the identification of LITP mod-
els. These include the popular forward orthogonal least squares (OLS) [12]
and the fast forward recursive algorithm (FRA), which are used to select
candidate terms (regressors) based on their contributions to maximizing the
model error reduction ratio, and for RBF neural networks, all the training
samples are usually used in generating the candidate terms. The OLS algo-
rithm has also been extended for selecting the centers for multi-output RBF
neural networks [13]. Further, recursive OLS algorithm is also employed to
select the centers for multi-output RBF neural networks [6]. Unlike OLS
that uses QR decomposition on the regression matrix, the recently FRA [14],
[15] proposes a regression context based on which fast selection of the model
structure and fast estimation of model parameters are achievable. It has
been shown that FRA requires much less computational effort and is also
numerically more stable than some of the alternatives. The FRA method
has been further extended to construct multi-output RBF neural model [16].

The above forward selection methods only provide an efficient pathway
for the identification of MIMO systems. However, these methods do not
consider how to control the model complexity. In general, a model with
too many parameters will tend to overfit the training set and therefore fail
to generalize to the test set. Conversely, a model with too few parameters
will underfit the training data and hence achieve poor predictive power on
both the training data and the test set. Ideally, a sparse learner balances
model complexity against training set size, with the goal of balancing be-
tween under- and over-fitting. The benefits of the resulting sparse model
include improved generalization capability and robustness to new test data
and greater efficiency [17], [18]. The regularization approach [19]-[21] is a
useful technique to enforce the sparsity of MIMO model and to overcome
the over-fitting problem. However, the regularization parameters have to be
tuned to obtain satisfactory performance [22]. According to the Bayesian
learning theory [19], [20], a regularization parameter is equivalent to the
ratio of the related hyperparameter to a noise parameter. Compared with
traditional regularization methods, the Bayesian approach provides a rigor-
ous framework for automatic adjustment of the regularization parameters to
their near-optimal values. This is achieved by marginalizing the hyperpa-
rameters when making inferences, and no validation data set is needed. The
Bayesian evidence procedure has also been incorporated into multi-output
OLS (MOLS) [24].

In this paper, the extreme learning machine and regularized technique
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are introduced into the recently proposed two-stage stepwise selection al-
gorithm [15], leading to a novel multi-output two-stage locally regularized
model construction (MTLRMC) method. In this new algorithm, the non-
linear parameters in each term, such as the width of the Gaussian function
and the power of a polynomial term, are firstly determined by the ELM.
An initial multi-output LITP model is generated according to the termina-
tion criteria in the first stage. The significance of each selected regressor
is then checked and the insignificant ones are replaced at the second stage.
The proposed method can produce an optimized compact model by the reg-
ularization parameters. Further, to reduce the computational complexity, a
proper regression context is defined which allows fast implementation of the
proposed method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries on
multi-output Linear-in-the-parameters model, determining the centres and
widths using the ELM and the parameter estimation of multi-output Linear-
in-the-parameters models. Section 3 presents the proposed multi-output two-
stage locally regularized model construction method, including the net error
reduction to the regularized cost function, stage 1-forward model selection,
stage 2-backward model refinement, complete algorithm, and computational
complexity analysis. Simulation results are presented in Section 4, followed
by the concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Multi-output Linear-in-the-parameters model

Consider a discrete-time multivariable nonlinear system with m inputs
and g outputs

yi(t) = f(y1(t− 1), . . . , y1(t− n1
y), · · · , yg(t− 1), . . . , yg(t− ng

y), . . . ,
u1(t− 1), . . . , u1(t− n1

u), . . . , um(t− 1), . . . , um(t− nm
u )),

= f(x(t)),
(1)

where yi(t), i = 1, . . . , g and uj(t), j = 1, , . . . , m are the system output and
input; ni

y and nj
u are the corresponding maximal lags of the ith output and

jth input; x(t) = [y1(t− 1), . . . , um(t− nm
u )]

T is model “input” vector; f(·) is
some unknown nonlinear function, g andm are the number of system outputs
and inputs, respectively.
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Suppose a multi-output linear-in-the-parameters (LITP) model is used to
represent (1) such that

yi(t) = ŷi(t) + εi(t) =

M∑
j=1

θj,iϕj(x(t)) + εi(t), i = 1, . . . , g, (2)

where θj,i are the model weights, εi(t) is the error between yi(t) and the ith

model output ŷi(t) and {εi(t)} is assumed to be a white sequence, M is the
number of basis functions, ϕj(·) is a known nonlinear basis function, such as
Gaussian, polynomial or B-spline functions, and so on. If a Gaussian kernel
function φ(x, cj, σj) = exp(−‖x− cj‖ /σ2

j ) is used, then (2) can be re-written
as

yi(t) =
M∑
j=1

θj,iϕj(‖x(t)− cj‖ ; σj) + εi(t), i = 1, . . . , g. (3)

Suppose N data samples {x(t), Y (t)}Nt=1 are used for model identification,
(3) can be re-written in matrix form as

Y = ΦΘ + Ξ, (4)

where Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yg] ∈ �N×g with column vectors yi = [yi(1), yi(2), . . . ,
yi(N)]T , i = 1, 2, . . . , g; Φ = [φ1, φ2, . . . , φM ] ∈ �N×M with column vectors
φi = [φi(‖x(1)− ci‖ , σi), . . . , φi(‖x(N)− ci‖ , σi)]

T , i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ; Θ =
[θ1, . . . , θg] ∈ �M×g with column vectors θi = [θ1,i, . . . , θM,i]

T , i = 1, . . . , g;
Ξ = [ε1, . . . , εg] ∈ �N×g with column vectors εi = [εi(1), . . . , εi(N)]T , i =
1, . . . , g.

2.2. Determining the centers and widths using the ELM

It is noted that each Gaussian basis function in (3) contains two ad-
justable parameters, the center cj and the width σj . The suitable parameters
can help to improve the modeling performance. Compared to the conven-
tional conjugate gradient and exhaustive search methods [25], the extreme
learning machine (ELM) [9]-[11] assign random values to these parameters
and is claimed to produce better generalization performance at a much faster
learning speed and with least human intervene. Here, the ELM approach is
employed to determine these parameters. It should be noted that the idea
of choosing arbitrary data samples as the centers of candidate RBF hidden
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node have been proposed early in [26]. The ELM further extended the idea
by assigning randomly values to the nonlinear parameters, and Huang et al
[10] further provided a theoretic framework to justify the efficacy of such
approache.

The ELM [9]-[11] works for the generalized single-hidden layer feedfor-
ward networks (SLFNs). The essence of the ELM is that the nonlinear
parameters in the hidden layer of SLFNs need not be tuned. From the in-
terpolation capability point of view, it has been proved that if the activation
function (i.e., nonlinear basis function) ϕj(·) is infinitely differentiable in any
interval, the hidden layer parameters (i.e., cj, σj) can be randomly generated.
The corresponding theorem is as follows.

Theorem 1 [10] Given any small positive value ε > 0 and activation
function ϕ(·) g : R → R which is infinitely differentiable in any interval, and
N arbitrary distinct sample (x(t), y(t)) ∈ �m×�g, there exists M ≤ N such
that for any {cj , σj}Mj=1 randomly generated from any intervals of �m × �,
according to any continuous probability distribution, then with probability
one, the regression matrix Φ is invertible and ‖ΦW − Y ‖ < ε.

According to Theorem 1, the main idea behind an ELM is to randomly
choose the centers and the widths. Using this idea, the following two steps
are involved in forming the regression matrix Φ in (4). Firstly, the RBF
centers cj are determined by randomly selecting M(M ≤ N) samples from
the training data. Secondly, the widths σj are found by generating random
values uniformly within a specific range [σmin, σmax]. After the centers and
the widths have been determined, the regression model (4) can be built using
the training samples. The output weights can then be estimated using the
following Theorem 2.

Theorem 2 (p. 51 of [27]) Let there exist a matrix G such that GY is
a minimum norm least-squares solution of a linear system ΦW = Y . Then
it is necessary and sufficient that G = Φ+, the Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse of matrix Φ.

2.3. Parameter estimation of multi-output linear-in-the-parameters model
To avoid over-fitting and obtain a sparse model, the regularization tech-

nique [19], [20] which introduces regularizers into the cost function is used.
The regularization parameters can control the trade-off between the degree
of regularization of the solution and its closeness to the data. A regularized
cost function is introduced

J = tr(ΞTΞ + ΘTΛΘ), (5)
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where tr(·) is the trace of matrix, Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λM) is a diagonal
matrix, and λi, i = 1, . . . ,M , is the regularization parameter.

The regularized least-squares estimation to minimize (5) is given by

Θ̂ = (ΦTΦ + Λ)−1ΦTY. (6)

if Φ is of full column rank.
Using (4), yields,

Y TY − 2Θ̂TΛΘ̂ = Θ̂TΦTΦΘ̂ + ΞTΦΘ̂ + Θ̂TΦTΞ + ΞTΞ− 2Θ̂TΛΘ̂. (7)

Noting (6)

Θ̂TΦTΞ− Θ̂TΛΘ̂ = Θ̂TΦT (Y − ΦΘ̂)− Θ̂TΛΘ̂

= Θ̂T (ΦTY − ΦTΦΘ̂− ΛΘ̂) = 0.
(8)

Similarly,

ΞTΦΘ̂− Θ̂TΛΘ̂ = 0. (9)

Equation (7) can be expressed as

ΞTΞ + Θ̂TΛΘ̂ = Y TY − Θ̂T (ΦTΦ + Λ)Θ̂. (10)

Thus, using (7)-(10), the associate minimum cost function for Θ̂ is calcu-
lated as

J(Θ̂) = tr(ΞTΞ + Θ̂TΛΘ̂)

= tr((Y − ΦΘ̂)T (Y − ΦΘ̂) + Θ̂TΛΘ̂)
= tr(Y T (I − Φ(ΦTΦ+ Λ)−1ΦT )Y ).

(11)

3. Multi-output two-stage locally regularized model construction
method

3.1. The net error reduction to the regularized cost function

In the forward subset selection procedure, suppose that k out of M can-
didate model terms/regressors, denoted as p1, . . . , pk, have already been se-
lected. The remaining regressors from the full regression matrix Φ are de-
noted as φk+1, . . . , φM . The corresponding regularization parameters are
also chosen in terms of the index label and shifted to the first k diagonal
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elements of Λ becoming λ1, . . . , λk, and the remaining regularization pa-
rameters are denoted as λk+1, . . . , λM . Therefore, the resulting regression
matrix and regularization parameter matrix become Φk = [p1, . . . , pk] and
Λk = diag {λ1, . . . , λk}, respectively. According to (6) and (11), for an multi-
output model with k regressors, it follows that

Θ̂k = (ΦT
kΦk + Λk)

−1ΦT
k Y, (12)

J(Θ̂k) = tr(Y T (I − Φk(Φ
T
kΦk + Λk)

−1ΦT
k )Y ). (13)

If a new ∀φj ∈ {φk+1, . . . , φM} is now chosen, the corresponding regular-
ization parameter Λj ∈ {Λk+1, . . . ,ΛM} is also selected in terms of the index
label for φj. The regularized cost function is updated to

J(Θ̂k+1) = tr(Y T (I − Φk+1(Φ
T
k+1Φk+1 + Λk+1)

−1ΦT
k+1)Y ), (14)

where Φk+1 = [Φk, φj], Λk+1 = [Λk, λj] and the net error reduction of φj as
the (k + 1)th regressor is given by

ΔJk+1(φj) = J(Θ̂k)− J(Θ̂k+1). (15)

To select a new model term, the net error reduction (15) has to be cal-
culated for each of the M − k remaining candidate regressors (i.e., ∀φj ∈
{φk+1, . . . , φM}). The one that produces the largest error reduction to the
regularized cost function is chosen as the (k + 1)th model term, i.e.,

ΔJk+1(pk+1) = max{ΔJk+1(φj), φj ∈ {φk+1, . . . , φM}}. (16)

In this way, the multi-output model is constructed in a forward selection
fashion. The model term selection continues until some model termination
criterion is satisfied.

3.2. Stage 1-forward model selection

The above has presented the main points of the forward selection pro-
cedure based on the contribution of the candidate term to maximize the
net model error reduction. However, to obtain the net error reduction of
a new candidate term, J(Θ̂j) for each remaining candidate term must be
computed using (14). Unfortunately, this requires extensive computational
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effort. To facilitate numerical implementation and simplify the computa-
tional complexity, a regression context is established which includes several
intermediate matrices that are generated during the model selection, i.e., the
following defined matrices Rk, A, B, C and D.

First, define a matrix series Rk

Rk
Δ
=

{
I − Φk(Φ

T
kΦk + Λk)Φ

T
k , 1 ≤ k ≤ M,

I, k = 0.
(17)

The above defined matrix Rk has the following properties:

1)

Rk+1 = Rk − Rkpk+1p
T
k+1Rk

pTk+1Rkpk+1 + λk+1

, k = 0, . . . ,M − 1. (18)

2)

Rk = RT
k , k = 0, . . . ,M. (19)

3)

R1,...,p,...,q,...,k = R1,...,q,...,p,...,k, p, q ≤ k. (20)

Then define the following quantities, for arbitrary N × 1 column vector
which can be a selected regressor pi or a remaining regressor φ, and the
desired output matrix Y

p
(k)
i = Rkpi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k; φ

(k)
j = Rkφj, k < j ≤ M ; Y (k) = RkY, (21)

where Y (k) = [y
(k)
1 , . . . , y

(k)
g ] with y

(k)
i = Rkyi, 1 ≤ i ≤ g, p

(0)
i = p, φ

(0)
j = φj

and Y (0) = Y .
Using the above defined matrix series Rk and the quantities p

(k)
i , φ

(k)
j and

Y (k), an intermediate k ×M upper triangular matrix A can be defined as

A
Δ
= [ai,j]k×M ,

ai,j
Δ
=

{
pTi Ri−1pj = (p

(i−1)
i )

T
pj i ≤ j ≤ k,

pTi Ri−1φj = (p
(i−1)
i )

T
φj k < j ≤ M.

(22)
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where k increases by one each time as a new model term is selected.
A lower triangular matrix C with zero diagonal elements is then defined

as

C
Δ
= [ci,j ]k×k

ci,j
Δ
=

{
0 i ≤ j,

pTi Ri−1pj
/
λj = ai,j

/
λj j < i ≤ k.

(23)

It is noted that the jth column of the lower triangular in the matrix A is
divided by the corresponding λj, becoming the jth column in the matrix C.

A M × g matrix B is defined as

B
Δ
= [b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bM ]TM×g,

bi = [bi(1), . . . , bi(l), . . . , bi(g)], 1 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ l ≤ g,

bi(l)
Δ
=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

pTi Ri−1yl = pTi yl −
i−1∑
s=1

as,ibs(l)

as,s + λs
,1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ g,

φT
i Rkyl = φT

i yl −
i−1∑
s=1

as,ibs(l)

as,s + λs

,k ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ l ≤ g.

(24)

and the matrix D with k rows and (k × g) columns is also defined as

D
Δ
= [di,j]k×(k×g),

di,j = [di,j(1), . . . , di,j(l), . . . , di,j(g)],

di,j(l)
Δ
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0,j ≤ i, 1 ≤ l ≤ g,

pTi Rj−1yl
λi

=
bi(l)

ai,i + λi
−

j−1∑
s=i+1

cs,ibs(l)

as,s + λs
,i < j ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ g.

(25)

Using the properties of the matrix Rk and the matrices defined above,
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(15) can be computed as

ΔJk+1(φj) = J(Θ̂k)− J(Θ̂k+1)

= tr(Y T (I − Φk(Φ
T
kΦk + Λk)

−1ΦT
k )Y )

− tr(Y T (I − Φk+1(Φ
T
k+1Φk+1 + Λk+1)

−1ΦT
k+1)Y )

= tr(Y TRkY )− tr(Y TRk+1Y )

= tr

(
Y TRkφjφ

T
j RkY

φT
j Rkφj + λj

)

= tr

(
bTj bj

aj,j + λj

)

=
bjb

T
j

aj,j + λj

(26)

where bj , j = k + 1, . . . ,M , is the jth row of the matrix B.
To further reduce the calculations involved in the model term selection

procedure, at the (k + 1)th step, ak+1
j,j and bk+1

j (j = k + 1, . . . ,M) for ∀φj ∈
{φk+1, . . . , φM} can be updated recursively as

ak+1
j,j = (φ

(k)
j )Tφj = akj,j −

a2k,j
ak,k + λk

,

bk+1
j = [bk+1

j (1), . . . , bk+1
j (l), . . . , bk+1

j (g)],

bk+1
j (l) = (φ

(k)
j )Tyl = bkj (l)−

ak,jbk(l)

ak,k + λk

,

(27)

where ak+1
j,j and bk+1

j denote the values at the (k+1)th step, akj,j and bkj denote

the values at the kth step. By default, akj,j and bkj will be denoted as aj,j and
bj in the following. Thus, at the end of each model term selection, these
terms are updated and stored for use in the model term selection. After ak+1

j,j

and bk+1
j have been recursively updated using (27), ΔJk+1(φj) follows from

(26). Thus, the net error reductions to the regularized cost function for each
remaining candidate model term can be efficiently computed.

3.3. Stage 2-backward model refinement

The forward selection stage is subject to the constraint that all previously
selected model terms remain fixed and can not be removed from the model
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later. Unfortunately, these model terms introduced later may affect the con-
tribution of previously selected ones. As a result, the previously selected
model terms may become insignificant due to inclusion of later ones. To
overcome this deficiency and construct a more compact multi-output model,
each previously selected model term needs to be checked again and its net
error reduction to the regularized cost function needs also to be compared
with all remaining ones in the candidate pool. Any insignificant terms are
replaced.

3.3.1. Regression context reconstruction

After an initial model with n model terms has been produced from the
first stage, the selected n model terms are shifted in a group to the left
hand side of Φ, the resulting regression matrix becoming Φ = [p1, p2, . . . , pn,
φn+1, . . . , φM ]. The corresponding regularization parameter is expressed as
λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, λn+1, . . . , λM ]. To review each previously selected regres-
sor term, it must be shifted to the nth position through a series of interchanges
between adjacent regressor terms.

Suppose that pq and pq+1 in the regression matrix Φ are interchanged,
i.e.,

p̂q = pq+1, p̂q+1 = pq, q = 1, . . . , n− 1.

This will make the regularization parameters and the above defined re-
gression context to be changed as follows:

1. According to the index label of pq and pq+1, the corresponding regu-
larization parameters are changed as

λ̂q = λq+1, λ̂q+1 = λq.

2. According to the property given in (20), only Rq in the matrix series

Rk(k = 1, . . . , n) is changed at each step, becoming R̂q. R̂q can be recalcu-
lated as

R̂q = Rq−1 − Rq−1p̂q(p̂q)
TRq−1

(p̂q)
TRq−1p̂q + λ̂q

. (28)

3. For the matrix A, the qth and (q+1)th columns with elements from row
1 to q − 1 are exchanged, i.e., âi,q = ai,q+1, âi,q+1 = ai,q, i = 1, . . . , q − 1.
The qth and (q + 1)th rows are then recalculated as

âq,j =

⎧⎨
⎩

aq+1,q+1 + a2q,q+1

/
(aq,q + λq) j = q,

aq,q+1 j = q + 1,
aq+1,j + (aq,q+1aq,j)/(aq,q + λq) q + 2 ≤ j ≤ M.

(29)
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âq+1,j =

⎧⎨
⎩

aq,q − a2q,q+1

/
(âq,q + λ̂q) j = q + 1,

aq,j − aq,q+1âq,j

/
(âq,q + λ̂q) q + 2 ≤ j ≤ M.

(30)

4. For the matrix C, the qth and (q+1)th columns with elements from row
q + 2 to n are exchanged, i.e., ĉi,q = ci,q+1, âi,q+1 = ci,q, i = q + 2, . . . , n.
The qth and (q + 1)th rows are then given by

ĉq,j = cq+1,j + aq,q+1cq,j/(aq,q + λq), 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1. (31)

ĉq+1,j =

⎧⎨
⎩

aq,q+1

/
(âq,q + λ̂q) j = q,

cq,j − aq,q+1ĉq,j

/
(âq,q + λ̂q) 1 ≤ j < q.

(32)

5. For the matrix B, the qth and (q + 1)th row are altered

b̂q(l) = bq+1(l) + aq,q+1bq(l)/(aq,q + λq) , l = 1, . . . , g.

b̂q+1(l) = bq(l)− aq,q+1b̂q(l)
/(

âq,q + λ̂q

)
, l = 1, . . . , g.

(33)

6. For the matrix D, the qth and (q+1)th rows with elements from column
(q + 1)× g + 1 to n× g are exchanged, i.e.,

d̂q,j(l) = dq+1,j (l) , j = q + 2, . . . , n, l = 1, . . . , g.

d̂q+1,j(l) = dq,j(l) , j = q + 2, . . . , n, l = 1, . . . , g.

The (q + 1)th column with elements from row 1 to q are changed to

d̂i,q+1(l) =

⎧⎨
⎩

b̂q(l)
/(

âq,q + λ̂q

)
i = q,

di,q(l)− b̂q(l)ĉq,i

/(
âq,q + λ̂q

)
i < q.

(34)

The above procedure continues until the kth model term is shifted to the
nth position, i.e., p̂n = pk. The corresponding Rn−1 is changed, becoming
R̂n−1, but Rn is not changed. According to the definition of the matrix A
in (22), anj,j and bnj for each remaining candidate terms are also changed,

becoming ânj,j and b̂nj . The ânj,j and b̂nj can be computed by

ânj,j = an+1
j,j +

â2n,j

ân,n + λ̂n

,

b̂nj = [b̂nj (1), . . . , b̂
n
j (l), . . . , b̂

n
j (g)],

b̂nj (l) = bn+1
j (l) +

ân,j b̂n(l)

ân,n + λ̂n

.

(35)
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To review the significance of the shifted term pk and those remaining
candidate terms, their net error reduction to the regularized cost function
need be recalculated again, i.e.,

ΔĴn(p̂n = pk) = tr

(
b̂Tn b̂n

ân,n + λ̂n

)
=

b̂nb̂
T
n

ân,n + λ̂n

,

ΔĴn(φj) = tr

(
b̂Tj b̂j

âj,j + λ̂j

)
=

b̂j b̂
T
j

âj,j + λ̂j

.

(36)

Assuming ΔĴn(φm) = max{ΔĴn(φj), φj ∈ {φn+1, φn+2, . . . , φM}}, and if

ΔĴn(φm) > ΔĴn(p̂n = pk), then φm will replace p̂n in the selected regression
matrix Φn. Meanwhile p̂n will be put back into the candidate term pool and
take the position of φm, the corresponding elements in the regression context
must also be updated as follows.

3.3.2. Updating the regression context

1. According to the index label of p̂n and φm, the nth element and mth

element in the regularization parameters matrix Λ are exchanged, i.e., λ̂n =
λm, λ̂m = λn.

2. For the matrix A, the nth and mth columns with elements from row 1
to n− 1 are exchanged, i.e., âi,n = ai,m, âi,m = ai,n, i = 1, . . . , n− 1. The nth

row is changed to

ân,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

am,m j = n,
an,m j = m,

φT
mφj −

n−1∑
s=1

(as,mas,j)/(as,s + λs) ∀j �= n, j �= m.
(37)

3. For the matrix C, the nth row with elements from column 1 to n − 1
are updated using

ĉn,j =
âj,n

(aj,j + λj)
−

n−1∑
s=j+1

âs,ncs,j
(as,s + λs)

. (38)

4. For the matrix B, the nth row with elements from column 1 to g equals
to the mth row with elements from column 1 to g, i.e., b̂n(l) = bm(l), l =
1, . . . , g.
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5. Finally, because the nth and mth model terms are exchanged, the
corresponding Rn is changed, becoming R̂n. According to the recursive com-
putation formulas of an+1

j,j and bn+1
j in (27), an+1

j,j and bn+1
j for each remaining

candidate terms are also changed, becoming ân+1
j,j and b̂n+1

j . The ân+1
j,j and

b̂n+1
j can be altered

â
(n+1)
j,j =

⎧⎨
⎩

an,n −
(
ân,m

)2/(
ân,n + λ̂n

)
j = m,

âj,j −
(
ân,j
)2/(

ân,n + λ̂n

)
j �= m, n < j ≤ M.

(39)

b̂
(n+1)
j (l) =

⎧⎨
⎩

bn(l)− ân,mb̂n(l)
/(

ân,n + λ̂n

)
j = m,

bj(l)− ân,j b̂n(l)
/(

ân,n + λ̂n

)
j �= m, n < j ≤ M.

l = 1, . . . , g.

(40)

3.3.3. Computation of the regression coefficients

The regression coefficients with n model terms can be easily derived using
the regression context. It follows from the definition of Rk that

ΦT
kRk = Λk(Φ

T
kΦk + Λk)

−1ΦT
k . (41)

Referring to (12) and using (41), (12) can be revised as

Θ̂k = (ΦT
kΦk + Λk)

−1ΦT
k Y = Λ−1

k ΦT
kRkY. (42)

According to the definition of the matrix D in (25), the above coefficients
Θ̂k can be easily solved by

θ̂i,l = di,k+1(l) =
bi(l)

ai,i + λi
−

k∑
s=i+1

cs,ibs(l)

as,s + λs
, i = 1, . . . , k, l = 1, . . . , g. (43)

3.3.4. Updating the regularization parameter

When the multi-output model refinement procedure is completed, the reg-
ularization parameters can be optimized by the Bayesian evidence procedure
[19], [20]. Hence, the regularization parameters are updated by

λnew
i =

γi
N − γ

g∑
l=1

εTl εl

g∑
l=1

θ2i,l

, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

γ =

M∑
i=1

γi, γi = 1− λivi,

(44)
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where vi is the i
th diagonal element of the inverse of the matrix (ΦT

nΦn+Λn).
Finding a (local) optimal regularization parameters, usually requires a few it-
erations (typically after 10 iterations) [23]. Define Vk =

[
v1, . . . , vi, . . . vk

]
=

diag((ΦT
kΦk + Λk)

−1). The vector Vk can be updated recursively as

Vk+1 =
[
Vk + [ck+1]

.2(ak+1,k+1 + λk+1)
−1, (ak+1,k+1 + λk+1)

−1
]
,

where ck+1 is the k + 1th row with elements from column 1 to k of the matrix
C, and [·]·2 denotes the square operation on each element.

3.4. Complete algorithm

The multi-output two-stage locally regularized model construction method
using the extreme learning machine can now be summarized as follows.

Step 1 Initialization:

(A) After the data samples are collected and the center parameters for the
Gaussian functions being randomly selected from the training data and
the widths being randomly selected from a specific range [σmin, σmax]
using the concept of the ELM, the candidate regression matrix Φ are
constructed.

(B) Set λi, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , to the same small positive value (e.g., 10−6), and
the iteration index I = 1.

Step 2 Forward selection:

(A) Set the model size k = 0. At the first step, calculate aj,j and bj using
(22). The net error reductions to the regularized cost function are then
computed using (26), and the model term that produced the largest
error reduction is chosen. The a2j,j and b2j are updated for the next
selection.

(B) At the kth step, for ∀φi ∈ {φk, . . . , φM}, the net error reduction to
the regularized cost function in (26) is calculated using the akj,j and
bkj , respectively. Find the kth model term using (16) and add it to the

regression matrix Φk = [Φk−1, pk]. Update ak+1
j,j and bk+1

j using (27).

(C) The procedure is terminated when some criteria is satisfied, which pro-
duces a (k− 1)-unit model. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to step 2
(A).

Step 3 Backward model refinement:
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(A) Interchange the positions of pk and pk+1 (k = n−1, . . . , 1), and update
the related terms according to (28)-(34). This process continues until
the regressor term pk is moved to the nth position.

(B) Update the ânj,j and b̂nj using (35), and compute their new net error

reduction to the regularized cost function. If ΔĴn(φm) > ΔĴn(p̂n = pk),
then φm will replace p̂n in the selected regression matrix Φn. Meanwhile
p̂n will be put back into the candidate term pool and take the position
of φm.

(C) Update the related terms in the regression context according to (37)-
(40). If k > 1, set k = k − 1, and go to step 3 (A).

(D) If one or more regressor terms were changed, then set k = n − 1, and
repeat steps 3(A)-3(C) to review all the terms again.

Step 4 Updating the regularization parameters:

(A) Using the final set of selected regressor terms to calculate the model
coefficient vector Θ̂ and update the regularization parameters Λ using
(44).

(B) If λ remains largely unchanged in two successive iterations, or a pre-
set maximum iteration number is reached, stop; otherwise, update the
candidate set by k − 1 selected significant centers, set I = I + 1, and
go to step 2.

3.5. Computational complexity analysis

The computation time mainly arises from multiplication/division opera-
tions, only these values are counted here. The computation involved in the
proposed algorithm is dominated by the selection of g output LITP model
terms. Suppose there are initially M candidate terms, from which only n
terms are eventually selected ( n ≤ M) when N data samples are used for
modeling.

The complexities involving multiplications/divisions of MOLS and MFRA
are first compared to the proposed method. The total number of multiplica-
tion/division operations can be calculated respectively as [16]

SMOLS ≈ (2g + 2)nMN,
SMFRA ≈ nMN.

(45)

For the proposed method, the computational expense involving multipli-
caiton/division operations consists two parts, i.e., stage 1 and stage 2.
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Stage 1: Suppose there are M candidate model terms with N data sam-
ples being used for training. The computational expense involving multipli-
cation/division operations is dominated by the computation of the regression
context, i.e., the matrices A, B, C and D. If a g output LITP model with n
regressor terms is constructed, the number of multiplication/division opera-
tions is given by

S1st ≈ (2g + 3)nM + nNM (46)

Stage 2: The computational expense involving multiplication/division
operations is dominated by the computation of the regression context re-
construction and updating the regularization parameters. The number of
multiplication/division operations for one complete check loop in the worst
case is calculated as

S2nd ≈ NM + (n2 + g)M − nN (47)

However, if more than one check loops, e.g. L check loops were performed,
then the total computational expense will be less than L×S2nd. In practice,
n 
 N and n 
 M , if I (typically after 10 iterations) [23] is the number
of iterations in updating the regularization parameters, the total number of
multiplication/division operations then becomes

Stotal
MTLRMC ≈ (n+ L) INM (48)

The ratios of (48) and (45) are

SRatio
MTLRMC/MOLS =

(n + L)I

(2g + 2)n
× 100%,

SRatio
MTLRMC/MFRA =

(n+ L)I

n
× 100%,

(49)

and provide a convenient index for comparing the computations of three
methods. Figs.1 and 2 shows the ratio with varying model size (n) and
different number of iterations in updating the regularization parameters (I).
It shows that the computation involved in the proposed MTLRMC method
is larger than the MOLS and MFRA methods.

4. Simulation examples

The proposed algorithm was applied to two different problems. All the
numerical simulation were carried out using MATLAB on a PIV-2.27-GHZ
personal computer (PC) with windows 7.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the computations of MTLRMC/MOLS
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Figure 2: Comparison of the computations of MTLRMC/MFRA
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4.1. Example 1: two-output nonlinear system

Consider the following benchmark two-output nonlinear system [24]:

y1(k) = 0.5y1(k − 1) + u(k − 1) + 0.4 tanh(u(k − 2))
+ 0.1 sin(πy1(k − 2))y2(k − 1) + ε1(k)

y2(k) = 0.3y2(k − 1) + 0.1y2(k − 2)y1(k − 1)
+ 0.4 exp(−u2(k − 1))y1(k − 2) + ε2(k),

(50)

where the system input u(k) was uniformly distributed in (−0.5, 0.5), and
E = [ε1(k), ε2(k)]

T were the zero-mean Gaussian white noise with covariance
δI2.

Initial conditions were set as y1(0) = y1(−1) = y2(0) = y2(−1) = 0,
u(0) = u(−1) = 0, and 500 training data points were generated by simulating
(50) with noise covariance 0.3I2. Another 500 noise-free data points were
generated for testing. Following [24], y1(k−1), y1(k−2), y2(k−1), y2(k−2),
u(k − 1), u(k − 2) were used as the multi-output RBF model inputs. In the
experiment, ϕ(x, ci) = exp(−‖x− ci‖/σ2

i ) was used as the basis function for
the RBF neural model.

The proposed MTLRMC method was used to construct multi-output
RBF model. Using the concept of the ELM, the centers (ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ M)
were obtained by randomly selecting samples from the training data, and
the widths (δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ M) were randomly selected from a specific range
[0.9, 1.2]. The selection process was performed as follows. After the first it-
eration of the regularization parameters, an initial multi-output RBF model
with 26 hidden nodes was produced. The neural model was then refined until
the regularization parameter vector λ converged at the 10th iteration. Some
values of the regularization parameters and weights are listed in Table 1. It is
shown that all hidden nodes added after the 24th have very large regulariza-
tion parameters and their corresponding weights are very small. Therefore,
the final multi-output RBF neural model has only 24 hidden nodes, with a
reduction of about 8% of the hidden nodes compared to alternatives. It is
indicated that the proposed algorithm can remove redundant hidden nodes.

The MFRA, MOLS and ELM methods were also used to construct multi-
output RBF neural model respectively. For the MOLS approach, the model
construction procedure is terminated using the Akaike’s information criterion
(AIC) [28]. In this way, a multi-output RBF model with 26 hidden nodes was
constructed. For the MFRA, a similar multi-output RBF neural model with
26 hidden nodes was also generated but with much less computational effort.
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Table 1: Model weights and regularisation parameters (Set λi = 1× 10−4, 1 ≤ i ≤ 500)

Model term l Model weight θl,1 Model weight θl,2 regulariser λl

1 -3.5203 -0.2069 0.1816
2 3.0948 -0.2218 0.2158
3 -0.8721 1.7127 0.5091
4 3.7444 0.1947 0.1636
5 -2.1169 -1.2629 0.3401
...

...
...

...
22 -0.1535 -0.1536 6.5345
23 0.0638 -0.0142 16.4576
24 -0.0237 0.0291 71.6858
25 −4.300× 10−3 1.430× 10−3 6.756× 102

26 4.700× 10−3 3.407× 10−4 5.817× 102

For the ELM algorithm, 26 hidden nodes were used, and the corresponding
multi-output RBF model was produced.

The final results of these four algorithms, including model size, the execu-
tion time, training error covariance (Cov(ETr)) and testing error covariance
(Cov(ETe)) are summarized in Table 2. The generalization capability of an
identified model can best be tested by examining the iterative model out-
put, so the iterative model error covariance (Cov(EI)) is also listed in Table
2 where the smallest model size and best Cov(EI) were underlined. With
regard to the computational complexity, the execution time of the proposed
algorithm is longer than the other three methods as expected. This is largely
due to the computational expense of the iterative optimization of the reg-
ularization parameters (λ) for the 26 candidate nodes at the first iteration.
Compared to the other three methods, the proposed new algorithm was able
to produce a sparser multi-output RBF model while achieve better one-step-
ahead prediction and generalization capability.

To further test the generalization performance and effectiveness of the
proposed method, different levels of noise were added to the system output.
The forward selection procedure is used to construct multi-output models in
the MOLS and MFRA methods. The ELM produces multi-output models
with the preset number of model terms. Unlike these three methods, the pro-
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Table 2: Performance of multi-output RBF neural model constructed by four algorithms

Algorithm Size Time Training Testing Recurrent
(m) (sec.) Cov(ETr) Cov(ETe) Cov(EI)

124.82 -1.99 7.99 2.90 16.49 10.67
MFRA 26 0.67

-1.99 119.49 2.90 3.45 10.67 13.05
123.21 -0.94 7.64 3.14 17.77 12.63

MOLS 26 2.29
-0.94 119.64 3.14 4.39 12.63 14.48
137.19 2.38 12.72 4.78 26.94 18.91

ELM 26 0.62
2.38 139.73 4.78 7.11 18.91 24.25
130.58 -5.98 6.61 2.45 11.96 6.43

MTLRMC 24 4.76
-5.98 122.85 2.45 4.14 6.43 12.34

posed MTLRMC method firstly determines the nonlinear parameters in each
model term by using the concept of the ELM. At the first iteration of regu-
larization parameters optimization, an initial multi-output LITP model was
generated by forward selection and backward model refinement. In the sub-
sequent regularization parameters optimization stage, the associated weights
of those nonsignificant candidate hidden nodes were effectively forced to zero
as their corresponding regularization parameters became sufficiently large.
Therefore, a sparser model with better generalization capability can be pro-
duced with the aid of local regularization technique. Table 3 shows the test
results, where the smallest model size and best Cov(EI) were underlined.
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is greater than
that of all other three algorithms. However, the proposed algorithm again
produced better generalization performance with much less model terms.

4.2. Example 2: two-output time-series

Consider the following two-output time-series [13], [24]:

y1(k) = 0.1 sin(πy2(k − 1))
+ (0.8− 0.5 exp(−y21(k − 1)))y1(k − 1)
− (0.3 + 0.9 exp(−y21(k − 1)))y1(k − 2) + ε1(k)

y2(k) = 0.6y2(k − 1) + 0.2y2(k − 1)y2(k − 2)
+ 1.2 tanh(y1(k − 2)) + ε2(k),

(51)
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Table 3: Performance of multi-output RBF constructed by four algorithms with different
noise levels

Noise 0.4 0.5 0.6
Size 21 23 30

Time (s) 2.2183 2.6208 3.8220
Training 100.25 1.49 98.74 -2.20 95.73 -5.10
Cov(ETr) 1.49 97.80 -2.20 99.08 -5.10 97.30MOLS
Testing 4.80 1.26 6.80 0.03 3.69 0.24
Cov(ETe) 1.26 2.07 0.03 1.41 0.24 0.92
Recurrent 14.98 9.06 12.20 2.69 10.23 3.44
Cov(EI) 9.06 9.63 2.69 5.53 3.44 3.78
Size 21 23 30

Time (s) 0.4680 0.6396 0.7956
Training 99.73 1.15 97.98 -2.65 95.22 -3.38
Cov(ETr) 1.15 97.04 -2.65 98.85 -3.38 97.69MFRA
Testing 4.07 1.19 4.64 0.25 3.16 -0.13
Cov(ETe) 1.19 2.40 0.25 2.13 -0.13 1.34
Recurrent 13.33 8.04 8.75 2.68 9.42 3.62
Cov(EI) 8.04 9.25 2.68 5.93 3.62 3.88
Size 21 23 30

Time (s) 0.0312 0.0343 0.0936
Training 133.75 6.82 131.14 -2.06 101.71 -2.70
Cov(ETr) 6.82 108.26 -2.06 110.07 -2.70 104.74ELM
Testing 12.28 5.39 11.74 2.53 3.84 1.85
Cov(ETe) 5.39 5.15 2.53 4.18 1.85 4.04
Recurrent 62.13 44.30 19.45 6.97 9.79 6.89
Cov(EI) 44.30 41.41 6.97 14.69 6.89 12.10
Size 20 22 28

Time (s) 2.9216 4.3992 5.3820
Training 101.13 0.31 106.48 -1.47 98.14 -5.27
Cov(ETr) 0.31 99.25 -1.47 101.30 -5.27 101.14MTLRMC
Testing 4.19 0.53 2.18 -0.41 2.11 -0.57
Cov(ETe) 0.53 1.46 -0.41 1.23 -0.57 1.82
Recurrent 10.40 4.66 3.88 -0.23 5.78 1.61
Cov(EI) 4.66 6.54 -0.23 2.57 1.61 3.34
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where E = [ε1(k), ε2(k)]
T were the zero-mean Gaussian white noise with

covariance 0.04I2. Initial conditions were set as y1(0) = y1(−1) = y2(0) =
y2(−1) = 0, and 1000 noisy measurements were generated to construct the
multi-output RBF neural model by simulating (51). The inputs to the RBF
model were chosen as y1(k − 1), y1(k − 2), y2(k − 1) and y2(k − 2).

Unlike the previous study [16], the MFRA method constructed a multi-
output RBF model with 37 hidden nodes for the given training data with
the noise covariance 0.01I2. Here, the noise level was much higher.

The MFRA, MOLS and ELM methods were used to construct the multi-
output RBF neural models, respectively. Akaike’s information criterion (AIC)
[28] was used as the termination criteria for the MFRA and MOLS again.
The MFRA and MOLS produced an multi-output RBF model with 95 and
66 hidden nodes, respectively. For the ELM algorithm, 26 hidden nodes were
set, and the corresponding multi-output RBF neural model was produced.

The proposed new algorithm was applied to the same dataset. Using the
concept of the ELM, the centers (ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000) were obtained by randomly
selecting samples from the training data, and the widths (δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 1000)
were randomly selected from a specific range [0.9, 1.5]. The final multi-output
RBF neural model with only 26 hidden nodes was produced.

The final results of the four algorithms, including model size, training er-
ror covariance (Cov(ETr)) and testing error covariance (Cov(ETe)) are sum-
marized in Table 4 where the best Cov(ETe) were underlined. Compared to
the other three methods, simulation results confirm that the proposed algo-
rithm was able to produce a sparser multi-output RBF model while achieve
better generalization capability again.

5. Concluding remarks

A novel multi-output two-stage locally regularized model construction
method using the extreme learning machine has been proposed. In this al-
gorithm, the nonlinear parameters in each model term are firstly determined
by using the concept of the ELM. An initial multi-output LITP model is
generated according to the termination criteria from the first stage. The
significance of each selected regressor is then checked and insignificant ones
are replaced at the second stage. The proposed method can produce an op-
timized compact model by the regularization parameters. Further, to reduce
the computational complexity, a proper regression context has been used to
allow fast implementation of the proposed method. Simulation results show
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Table 4: Performance of multi-output RBF neural model constructed by four algorithms

Algorithm Size Training Testing
(m) Cov(ETr) Cov(ETe)

33.8042 -0.9921 0.5454 0.0459
MFRA 95

-0.9921 35.5659 0.0459 0.4324
35.2295 -0.7396 0.4001 0.0708

MOLS 66
-0.7396 37.4450 0.0708 0.7497
75.0107 -26.0092 6.7753 -3.7752

ELM 26
-26.0092 80.2866 -3.7752 5.3221
40.3011 1.0173 0.4036 -0.0113

MTLRMC 26
1.0173 39.8990 -0.0113 0.1583

that the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is greater than
that of alternative methods. However, the proposed method can produce a
sparser multi-output model while achieve better generalization capability.
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